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Wittgensteinand Ordinary Language
Philosophy
Itt his preface to the Tractat&s,Wittgenstein expressedhimself
thus confidently: 'the truth of the thoughts communicatedhero
seemsto me unassailableand definitive.' 'I am of the opinion,'
he continued, 'that the problems have in essentialsbeen finally
solved.' One need not be surprised,then, that he abandoned
philosophyfor a number of years.He had turned philosopher,in
his engineer'sway, in order to drain what seemedto him a swamp.
The task was completed; there was no more to be said.
In his yearsof silence,however,he was not left entirely alone.
Ramseyand Braithwaite sought him out in his Austrian retreat
and, for some part of the time, he was in close contact with
Schlickand Waismann.*Round about 1928,his interestin philosophy revived. The stimulus may have been Brouwer's lectures
on the foundations of mathematics,the set of problemswhich had
originatlyled Wittgensteinto philosophy.Inlgzg,he returnedto
Cambridge.
His paper on 'Logical Form', his last public statementof the
views he was later unreservedlyto condemn,was pubtishedin tho
Proceedingsof the Aristotelian Society (SupplementaryVolume)
for that same ye€u. Philosophy, Wittgenstein there argued, at
tempts to construct an 'ideal language', a languagethe terms of
which are all ofthem preciselydefinedand the sentences
ofwhich
unambiguouslyrevealthe logical form of the factsto which they
refer; suchaperfectlanguagemustrestupon atomicpropositionsl
the fundamental philosophical problem is to describe tho
'His conversations with Ramsey, Wittgenstein tells us, woke him from
his dogmatic slumber. We can as yet only guesswhat thes€ discussionswero
about; but it is worth noting that there is a distinct pragmatic streak both ia
the later writiirgs of Ramsey and. in Philosophical Investigatioru. Professor
D. A. T. Gasking has suggestedto me that some of the ideas about scienc€
contained in N. Campbell's Plysics.' The Elements may also have been
brought to WittgeNtein's notice by Ramsey. Wittgenstein was also greatly
influenced, he tells us himself, by the criticisms of the economist P. Sraffa
I do not know in what r€spects.
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rlructure of theseatomic propositions.His subsequentwritings
nrc in large part a reaction againstthis Russellian .philosophy of
hrgicalatomism'.1
Philosophers,Wittgenstein came to think, had made the mis.
lnkc of trying to model their activitieson those of scientists_ as
Indccd,the very pbrase 'logical atomism' suggests;that is why
tlrcy had tried to lay down strict definitions and to discover true,
ll'unusuallyabstract,universalpropositions.When, for example,
lloglslsr asked Theaetetusto tell him what knowledge is and
'l'lrcaetetusreplied by mentioning various casesin which we
would ordinarily be said to 'have knowledge,,Socratesrefused
l() ucceptthis answerevenas a starting-point;nothing lesswould
contcnthim than an attempt to state'the essenceof knowledge'
hy offering a strict definition of it. Yet such a strict defnition,
Wittgensteinargues,is neither possiblenor desirable.
Ol'course, we could make out defnitions strict at the cost of
nrbitrarily ruling that this or that is 'not really knowledge,;
hut to proceedthus, accordingto Wittgenstein,is quite to misrurrclerstand
the nature of a philosophical issue.For philosophical
purposes,in order to fnd our way out of that tangle of puzzles
plrilosophershave been accustomedto call .the theory of knowledge',we needto undertakea detailedconcreteexaminationof
thc casesin which people actually use the word .knowledge'llrc roles that word plays in ordinary, everyday language,not in
r purified super-refinedlanguage.Thesevarious roles, according
to Wittgenstein,cannot be suluned up in a brief formula, a .strict
dclinition': the words which interest philosophersare .handyrrrurr' words, with a variety of jobs, but no rigidly def,nable
rerponsibilities.(Quite unlike sucha word as .lithium'which has
s n$rrow,professionaljobto do.)
llut how are thesevariouswaysof usingthe word .knowledge'
linkcd with one another, we may ask, if not through a formal
rlclinition? Look at a concretecase,Wittgensteinexhorts us, to
rrc how word-usescan be linked without being describablein a
rtnglc comprehensiveformula. Consider the word .game' for
erunrple.Board-gameshave many points in common with cardgrurrcs,but shareonly someof these similarities (rigidly-defined
r rilcs, for example) with football; ring-a-ring-a-roseshas somethirrgin commonwithfootball, but what with chess?The resultof
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our survey, Wittgenstein argues, is that 'we see a complicated
network of similarities overlapping and criss-crossing:sometimes
overall similarities,sometimessimilaritiesof detail'. Sucha network he calls a 'family' .2The'essence'of a gamewill consistin
these complex, interlacing ways of using the word 'game' - a
conclusion Wittgenstein sums up in an epigram: 'essenceis
expressedby grammar: grammar tells us what kind of object
anything is.'
'Grammar' is here a technical expression; there are others in
the Philosophical Investigations, llke'language-game' and
'criterion'. His readers- and still more his expositors- are dis.
concerted becauseWittgenstein does not pause to explain how
he is using theseexpressions.*This failure to explain, whether
justifiable or not, is a direct consequenceof Wittgenstein's conception of philosophy.Exact definitionswould make philosophy
look like a speciesof science;philosophy,as Wittgensteinenvisagesit, explains nothing, analysesnothing - it simply describes.
Furthermore, he considers,even its descriptionsare important
only as an ingredient in a processoftherapy. Certain features of
the way we use words like 'knowledge' generatephilosophical
disorders, making us feel intellectually dizzy or frustrated. Nothing lesscan cure us, Wittgenstein thinks, than an exact description of our actual usage,a descriptionwhich, however,is of no
intrinsic interest. 'The philosopher's treatment of a question,' he
writes, 'is like the treatrnentof an illness.' To take a different
metaphor: the philosophershowsthe bewilderedfly how to get
out of the bottle into which he has flown. ('The philosopher',in
such contexts,meansthe good philosopher,i.e. the philosopher
who makes use of Wittgenstein'smethods; most philosopherr,
he would say, have spread diseaserather than cured it, have
helped to lure the fly into the bottle.3)
*Compare Moore's comment:
'I still think he was not using the phraso
rules of grammar in any ordinary sense, and I am still unable to form any
clear idea as to how he was using it.'And Malcolm:'With some reluctanco
a most
l.will undertake to say a little bit about the notion of"criterion",
diftcult region in Wittg€,nstein's philosophy.' See R. Albritton: 'On
Wittgenstein's Usq of the Term "Criterion"'
(JP, 1959); C. Wellman:
'Wittgenstein's Conception of a Criterion' (PR, 1962); M, Gawet et al.t
'Wittgenstein on Criterion' b Ktowledge ard Experience(d, C, D. Rollins,
1964).
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lf then, we wish to understand Wittgenstein's treatment of a
plrllosophical question, we must first ask ourselves: from what
pnrticulartemptationsis he trying to deliver us? Take his dis$uurionof meaning.Wittgenstein there concentrateshis attention
(rn two principal temptations: the first, to regard every word as a
nnlno,a temptation which leads us, in Meinong's manner, to
poitulate mysteriouspseudo-entitiesto serve as the objects of
for, say, abstractnouns; the second,the temptation to
rol'cronce
tlrlnk that 'understandinga word', 'learning a word's meaning',
lr nrrne sort of mental process,involving the contemplationof
wlrnt Lockecalledan 'idea' or Schlicka 'content' - an analysis
of nlcaning which leads inevitably to the puzdes Schlick's
wrlllngs so abundantlyexemplify.4
ll'wc keepcalm, and look without prejudiceat the way words
tm nctuallyused,Wittgensteinconsiders,the 'mystery of meanInr' will evaporate.We can more easilypreserveour balance,he
tlrr thinks, if we begin by considering possible,rather than
roluul, languages.Now this is Carnap'sview too, but whereas
('srnup's 'possible' languages,as he describesthem n The
lrylcal Syntax of Language, are complex artificial formulae,
rulculi, which we could not possibly use in the ordinary affairs
ol lllb, Wittgenstein describesa mode of social behaviour dlhough sometimesthe behaviour of an imaginary tribe rather
lhrn of I real community - and asks us to consider the sort of
hrrgungewhichwould be practicallyusefulwithin sucha 'form of
llfo'.1Suppose,for example,a builder is working with a labourer:
hl loucheshis labourer to bring him a slab when he says'Slab!',
r hrlckwhenhe says'Brick!'and so on. Then this, Wittgenstein
lhlnkr, is the kind of languagephilosophersmust have had in
nrlnd * he quotesAugustine- when they wrote of languageas if
ll wlrolly consistedof names.
lhrchr language,he points out, is obviouslyvery much simpler
llrnrrllrc Englishlanguage;it is of usein farfewer socialsituations.
llrrt lirrthermore- and this is the fundamentalpoint - evenin this
rlrrrplltlcdlanguagewords are not mere names.To understand,
tty, lhc word 'slab' is to gxasphow it is usedin a certain'langutlo"gunrc' - in this casethe 'game' of receivingand giving orders.
'l n uhluin this graspwe might haveto undertakesuchprocedures
rr llrlening to the builder while he points to cqtain objectsand
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says' t 4t is a slab'. Alternatively, a way of looking at the matter
which, Wittgenstein thinks, brings out the fact that a name is a
label, the word 'slab' might actually be printed on the slabs;
then we should have to learn how to read this word before we
could obey the builder's instructions.But such processes- we
might cal them 'learning the namesof objects' - are, according
to Wittgenstein, preliminaries to the use of a language, not
examplesof it. 'Naming is not so far a move in the languagegame,'he writes,'any morethan putting a piecein its placeon the
board is a move in chess.'
'The meaningof "slab", then, doesnot consistin the objects
it names,but in the way it is usedin a language.'If the actualslab
- the physical object - were part of the meaning of 'slab',
Wittgenstein argues, we ought to be able to say things like: 'I
broke part of the meaningof the word "slab"', 'I laid a hundred
parts of the meaningof the word "slab" today'. Suchsentences
are obvious nonsense- which helps us to see, Wittgenstein
suggests,that the 'naming' theory of meaningis also nonsense.
(Wittgenstein's argument at this point is an example of what he
regards as an important therapeutical method: 'converting concealednonsenseinto overt nonsense'.)
In certain special cases,Wittgenstein admits, we might say to
somebody:'the word "slab" meanst t:t sort of building mater'
ial', accompanyingour remarksby pointing to a slab. But then,
he considers,we are talking to someonewho alreadyunderstands
our particular language-game,telling him to use the word 'slab'
- not the word 'brick' - at a certain point in that game.The
'naming' theory of meaning,Wittgensteinis suggesting,derives
its plausibility from those atypical casesin which we are extending
our vocabulary within an already familiar languageor learning a
foreign language, whereas an adequate analysis will have to
concentrateits attention upon the ways in which we come to
understand our own language. Approaching the matter in this
way, he thinks, we shall soon seethat learning what labels to put
on objectsis no more'understandinga language'than repeating
words after a teacher is 'speaking a language' - althouCfi both
labelling and repeating may be useful, or even essential,pre'
liminariesto understanding.
Why had theories of meaning, Wittgenstein asks, placed such

stresson pointing or'ostensive definition' ?Becausephilosophers
had thought, he answers,that pointing clears matters up, that it
takesusbeyond
therisk of misunderstandingbyindicatingprecisely
what is being talked about. But, Wittgenstein &rgu€s,there is no
way of removing the risk of misunderstanding:we can misunderstandwhat somebodyis pointing at, just as we can misunderstand
a formal verbal defnition. If, for example, a teacher points to a
red squareand says'red', his pupils might concludethat he is
telling them the name of a square.Philosophershad supposedWittgenstein has particularly in mind t}lieTractatusand Russell,s
logical atomism - that there must be an 'ultimate analysis' of an
expression's
meaning,an analysisconsistingof simple elements
to which we would point in order to make that meaning perfectly
clear. But there are no'simples', he now thinks, in the sensethat
logical atomism requires them.
For the pulposes of a given language-game,he is ready to
admit, we can take certain objects to be 'simple'- their names
would then be unanalysableelementsin our sentences- but such
objects are not 'simple' in the metaphysicalsense;they are not
'the ultimate constituents of the world'. Russell's search for a
'logical proper' name, a name which should refer to something
by nature unanalysable,led him in the end to the conclusion that
the demonstrative 'this' is the only name that fills the bill. Yet
theword'this', Wittgens(einpoints out, is not a nameat all. The
correctconclusion,he thinks, is that there areno logicallyproper
names,from which it follows that the analytic theory of meaning,
and with it the view that it is the special task of philosophy to
offer ultimate analyses,must be wholly rejected.
What leadsus astray?What sendsus in searchof 'simples'and
'ultimate analyses'? We are accustomedto clear up misunderstandings,Wittgenstein suggests,by substituting a clearer expressionfor a misleadingone. Sucha substitute-expression
can
reasonablybe described as an 'analysis' of the original expression. Thus we are led to supposethat there could be a completely
exact, crystalline lauguage,one which would contain no expres.
sions except such as are 'ultimate analyses'. In pursuit of this
language,he thinks, we are led to ask the sort of questionwhich
had preoccupiedhim in the Tractatus- such questionsas 'What
is the real form of a proposition?', 'What are the constituents
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of the,ultimate language?'- and so on. We are held captive,
driven into metaphysicalperplexity, Wittgenstein suggests,by an
ideal; his first task, therefore, is to destroy the attractivenessof
that ideal. His critics, he knew, would accusehim of destroying
whateveris 'great and important'. In fact, he says,he is .destroying nothing but housesofcards'. And thesehousesofcards will
collapseof their own accord as soon as we come to a clear understandingof'the ground of languageon which they stand, - an
understanding of the ways in which we actually use words like
'knowledge','proposition', 'name', in our everydaylanguage.
So much,althoughwith noneof Wittgenstein'ssubtlety,for the
view that we understanda languageif and only if we can point to
the objectsthe words in that languagename,whether proximately
or ultimately.Now for the harderproblem: how to overcomethe
temptation to supposethat 'understanding'is a mental process.
Consider a casewhere we might say of a person that he 'understands'.Supposea teacherwrites down the series:'3,9,27' and
then saysto his pupil: 'continue!' The pupil writes: '81,243'.
The teacher is content; his pupil understands. Or suppose we
watch somebodywrite '1,3,6', and feel puzzled,expectingthe
'6'to bo'5'. Then he writes'10'. The next numberswill be
15,21', we might say,'now I understand.'
To such a 'process of understanding',there may be many
differentaccompaniments:
we might feel a senseof tension,and
then of relief; we might sayto ourselves'the differenceincreases
by one' ; we might have mental imagesof the numberswe expect.
But none of these, according to WittgeDstein, is necessaryor
sufficient for understanding. Even if we normally have visual
images when we understand,these images, he argues,could
alwaysbe replacedby somethingelse- e.g. having a red image
could be replacedby looking at a colour chart - without our
ceasingto understand.Even if, again, we normally say formulae
over to ourselves,it would not affect our understandingif, instead,
we said theni aloud. On the other side we could have the image,
could say a formula to ourselves,and still not understand.Thus,
Wittgensteinconcludes,'in the sensein which thereare processes
(including mental processes)which are characteristicof understanding,understandingis not a mental process'.
'If understanding is not a mental,process,' we naturally ask,
430

'what is it?'Now this is an'essence'question,to be transformed
llrcrefore, on Wittgenstein'sgeneral view, into a problem in
'grammar'. He absorbsthe specialproblem about 'understanding' into a more generalproblem about 'psychologicalwords'.
llow, he asks,do suchwords function? How can we possiblytell
whether we are or are not using them correctly? These are
questionswhich Wittgensteinsetsout to discussin the latter part
of the Investigations.But we must not expect to fnd there a
preciseand definite answer; that would be quite out of keeping
with Wittgenstein'smethod. His object, once again, is therapeutic; in this caseto cure us of our tendencyto supposethat
psychologicalwords must name 'private experienceswhich we
ulone can know' or, as he puts the matter, to imagine that we
cach of us make use of a private language, the words of which
nameeventsin a sesretmental life.
The very idea of such a 'private language', Wittgenstein tries
to show, is an unintelligible one.o A language uses names in
uccordancewith an implicit or explicit rule; that it proceedsin
uccordancewith rules is precisely what distinguishesa language
liom merenoisesor from markson paper.But how arewe to tell,
Wittgenstein asks, that the names in our private language are
usedconsistently?'sensations','impressions',or what you will,
nre, by hypothesis,fleeting; we cannot bring them back to comparethem with our presentexperiences,so as to seewhether they
ought to be given the sameiame. It is not enough to reply, Wittgcnsteinargues,that'they seemto me to be the same'; the criterion that I am using my languagerightly cannot consist in the
merefact that I seemto myself to be doing so. A criterion is used
to determine whether what seemsto be the case is in fact the
case- that is its whole point; 'seeming', then, cannot itself be a
criterion.The reply 'I rememberit to be the same' is in no better
case, according to Wittgenstein, unless, as when I claim to
remember public events, there is some independent way of
Otherwise,to appealto memory is'as if
checking*y
-e-ory.
to buy severalcopiesof the morning newspaper
someonewere
to assurehimself that what it said was true'. There is in fact no
criterionfor determiningwhetherthe so<alled'private language'
is beingusedproperly or improperly; and this amountsto saying
that there is no such language.
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Are we to concludethat words cannotrefer to sensations? That,
accordingto Wittgenstein,would be an absurdconclusion:'don't
we talk about sensationsevery day and give them names?'The
only real questionis how they refer - in other words, how we
Iearn to rJe sen$ationwords, like, for example,'pain'. 'Here is
onepossibility,'he sugge$ts,
'words a.reconnectedwith the primitive, the natural expressionsofthe sensation,and are usedin their
place. A child has hurt himself and he cries; and then adults talk
to him and teach him exclamations and, later, sentences.They
teach the child new pain behaviour.'
The possibilityWittgensteinis herecontemplating,it shouldbe
observed,is that 'I am in pain' replacescrying and moaning;
even although it has the form of a statement,that is, it is in fact a
variety of pain-behaviourrather than a desc'riptivestatement.We
might be inclined to reject such an interpretation outright, on the
ground that a personalwaysuseslanguagein order to 'convey a
thought', to 'expressa proposition', or to 'make a judgement'.7
But this is just what Wittgensteinis contesting:judging, he is
sayrng,is one, but only one, of the very many ways in which we
use language.It may turn out, he further suggests,that 'I am in
pain' has a different point in different contexts. 'We surely do
not alwayssay someoneis complaining', he writes, 'becausehe
sayshe is in pain. So the words "I am in paino'may be a cry of
complaint and may be something else.' The crucial point, however, is that they neednot be a statemenr.Similar considerations
apply to sucha'psychologicalstatement'as'I am afraid'. If,
when we say 'I am afraid', we are askedwhether our utteranceis
a cry offear, or an attemptto conveyhow we feel, or a reflection
on our present state of mind, sometimeswe would give one
answer,sometimesanother,sometimeswe would not know what
tg say. The question 'What does "I am afraid" really mean?'
then, has no straightforward answer. We have always to take
account of the context, the language-game,in which the words
are uttered. Certainly we cannot presume- and this is the point
on which Wittgenstein particularly wants to insist - that whoever makes such an assertionmust be 'describing a state of
mind'.
Epistemologists have cornmonly argu9d that 'I am in pain'
describesa 'private state', and have gone on to draw the con-

clusion that 'only I qn know I am in pain'. But, Wittgenstein
objects,thh is clearly not so; it is a matter of everydayexperience
that other peoplecan know that I am suffering.Indeed,he says,I
cannot know that I am in pain at all ; ' I know that I am in pain ' is
meaningless.
It would make sense,he argues,only if we could
contrast'I know I am in pain'with 'l ratherthinklam in pain',
'l strongly believe I am in pain' and so on. Other people can
sensiblysay of me 'I know he is in pain,' just because,according
to Wittgenstein, under other circumstances they can 'rather
think' or'strongly believe'I am in pain, as distinct from 'knowing' that I am - but we can say none ofthese things ofour own
pain. I cannot doubt whether I am in pain, but it doesnot follow
- quite the contrary - that I can know I am in pain.
When a philosopher tells us that we cannot reallybe sure that
other people are in pain he must mean, Wittgenstein suggests,
somethinglike this: 'Couldn't you imagine the possibility that
althouglr he cries, and moans, and groans and . . . still ail the
time he is only pretending!' Wittgensteinis quite prepared to
admit that we can easrlyimagine how one could be doubtful in
sucha case,but not the supposedconsequence,that we can never
be 'really sure'. One can also imagine, he says, a person who
neveropenshis front door without doubting whetherthe ground
outsidethe door will be solid -,and recognize,as well, that on a
particular occasion such a person might in fact step into an
abyss;yet rvedo not doubt whetherthe ground is solid. 'Just try
in a real case,' Wittgenstein admonishesus, 'to doubt someone
else'sfear or pain.' 'But,' somebodymay object, 'if you are
certain isn't it that you are shutting your eyesin face of doubt ?'
Wittgenstein'sreply is uncompromising: 'They are shut!' We
cannotrule out the possibilitythat we are wrong; butitisfolie de
douteto concludethat we can never be certain.
It had been Wittgenstein's original intention to include as
part of Philosophical Investigations his final thoughts on the
philosophy of mathematics. What he intended to say can in part
be gatheredfrom the manuscripts- someof them merejottings,
somerelatively well-developed- now publishedas Remarkson
the Foundationsof Mathematrcr(1956).8Discontinuous,obscure,
theattention
theseRemarkshaveby no meansreceived
inconsistent,
which has been devoted to the Tractatrrs or the Philosophical
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Investigations.Commentators on Wittgenstein not uncommonly
ignore them, and even his more sympatheticcritics dismisslarge
segments- for example, Wittgenstein'slengthy discussionof
G6del's theorem and of the Dedekind cut - as substantially
worthless.e
Yetthe Remarkscontain many of the most revealing- nowhere
is he more radical - of Wittgenstein's 'philosophical remarks'.
What, he asks, is the nature of the logical 'must', the necessity
attaching to mathematical and logical propositions? Naturally,
he rejects any Platonietype philosophy of mathematics,according to which mathematics discoversthe eternal and immutable
relationships which hold between timelessly subsistent mathematical objects. Whereas for Russell, and even more obviously
for such pure mathematicians as Hardy, the mathematician
discerns or discovers mathematical relations, Wittgenstein
depictshim asessentiallyan inventor, not a discoverer.(A typical
mathematician, in Wittgenstein's eyes,is the man who invented
the decimal notation.)
So far Wittgenstein falls into the conventionalist camp. But
conventionalistslike Carnap replacethe traditional conception of
a necessarytruth by the conception of a necessaryconsequence.
Mathematical necessity,in their eyes,attachesto a mathematical
proposition in virtue ofits being the necessaryconsequenceofthe
adoption of certain axioms, certain definitions, certain rules.
Rules, Wittgenstein objects - at this point his Remarks overlap
with Phitosophical Investigatiots ' never compel absolutely.
Supposewe draw a consequenceby means of rules of inference
and that coDsequenc€is rejected as an inadmissible use of the
rule. What determines,Wittgenstein asks,that it is inadmissible?
Anotherrule? Then the samedifficulty can arisein the application
of rftarrule. No rule can determineof itself how it is to be applied;
it does no^t,as it were, contain within it, only needing to be unfolded, all its applications.
Then are we to say, simply, that the supposednecessityof applying a mathematicalrule in a particular way consistsin this:
we do in fact make useof certain mathematicaltechniques,we do
in fact interpret the instruction'add,2'in a particular way? That
is certainlynot, for Wittgenstein,the whole story. For one thing,
we are not wholly free to apply or not to apply 4 mathematical
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rule in a particular way. Anyone who acts differentlyfinds himsclf in difficulties,difficultiesof the samesort ashe will encounter
i f hedoesnot acc€ptany way ofacting currentin his own society.
It may properly be said, even, of such a rebel that he 'cannot
think', or 'cannot calculate'.But this is becausewhat he doesis
not what we call'thinking' or 'calculating'; for us it is an
'cssentialpart' of what we call thinking or calculating that it
involves,for example,interpretingthe order 'add 2' in a particular way. The line betweenthinking and not thinking, however, is
not a 'hard and fast one' - we may changeour minds about what
weconsideras'thinking' or'calculating'.
It does not follow, according to Wittgenstein,that the propositions of mathematicsare'anthropological propositions
sayinghow wemeninfer and calculate'.A mathematicalproposition is no more an anthropologicalproposition than the statute
book is a set of anthropologicalpropositions; it is normative,
not a simpledescriptionof what we do. At the sametime, we can
(in principle) changemathematicalrules for practical reasons,
just aswecan changethelawsin a statutebook.
What about proofs? A proof, accordingto Wittgenstein,is a
picture,a picture which convincesus that if we follow a certain
rule, things will come out in a particular way. When we are
convincedby a proof, we work with a new technique.But the
samepoint can be made by sayingthat we haveaccepteda new
conc€pt,or that we are now treating a relation as an'internal'
one or that, for us, a certain connexionis now a 'grammatical'
one. One exampleWittgensteingivesis the addition of 200 and
200.If we wereto add 200applesto 200 applesand then count
400apples,this would not serve,he argues,as a proofthat 200 +
200 : 400. Mathematical propositions cannot be proved experimentally. One needsfor a proof - it will be obvious that Wittgensteinusesthe word'proof is an unusually broad sense- a
picture which includes the fact that the applesbehavenormally,
i.e. that noneofthem is lost or conjoinedin the processofadding
themup. Sucha picture givesus the conceptof'counting 200and
200objectstogether'; it convincesus of a grammaticalproposition about 'counting', it shows us the essenceof'counting
together'. As an expressionof this result we 'accept a rule'.
We have not, in accepting the rule, acquired a new piece of
435
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knowledge. Rather, we have come to a decision, the decision to
adopt a particular tecbnique.
In its general approach, Wittgenstein's philosophy of mathematics is 'finitist' or 'constructivist', in Brouwer's manner.
However, he does not regard himself as a finitist, any more than
he regardshimself as a behaviourist. Finitism and behaviourism,
he says, are alike in wanting to reach a conclusion ofthe form
'but surely,all we havehereis . . .'They both 'deny the existence
or infinite sets- in order to escape
of something'- consciousness
from a confusion. In contrast, Wittgenstein hopesto escapefrom
confusion by asking what point there is in using such an expression as 'private feelings'9f infinite sets'.
Similarly, in his discussionof those paradoxeswhich were for
Russell, Frege and their followers the clinching evidence that
somethingwas wrong with a calculus,Wittgenstein's approachis,
in generalterms, pragmatic. He doesnot at all deny that a contradiction can b important; it can involve us in practical
difficulties. What he wholly rejectsis the doctrine that we cannot
regard a calculusas'trustworthy'unless we can prove it to be
free ofcontradictions. Supposea contradiction were discovered
in arithmetic, he asks, would that demonstrate that we were
wrong to have relied on arithmetic all these years past? Does it
matter that arithmetiq, any more than it mattem that English'
allows us to say somethingparadoxical? Only' he suggests,at the
points at which it does matter The Russellian contradiction
about classes,for example,emergesonly within what is already a
'catrcerousglowth' on mathematics; it does not affect the trustworthiness of any useful mathematical or logical technique.
What mathematical propositions stand in need of, what the
philosopher of mathematics can hope to provide, is not a
foundation'to prove mathematicsfree from contradictions' but,
rather, a conceptual analysiswhich will enable us to understand
'the nature of their grarmar', how they are useful to us in oup
thinking. 6
In general,Wittgenstein's pupils followed the exampleof their
master during his years of'silence: it is quite obvious that he did
not caxe to have his views reported at secondhand.But there
were Cambridge philosophers, of whom the best-known is John
Wisdom,rov6o worked out in their own way whatthey hadlearnt

from Wittgenstein- and from Moore - thereby keeping open
lines of communication between Cambridge and the outside
world.
Unlike many other contemporary philosophers, Wisdom is
deeplyinterestedin art, religion and personalrelationships,about
all of which he has made illuminating remarks. Perhapsthat
explains why, in somemeasure,he is sympathetic towards metaphysics; nobody who takes literature (or psycho-analysis)
seriouslyis likely to succumbto the doctrine that whateveris
worth saying can be said clearly and precisely, or to be satisfied
that only true statementscan be illuminating. Wisdom hopesto
show that metaphysicscan be valuable without reverting to the
pre-positivistdoctrine that it provides us with a descriptionof
supra-empiricalentities.
In order to bring out the special character of metaphysical
controversies,
Wisdomdistinguishes
betweenthreedifferenttypes
of dispute. 'Empirical' disputes- e.g. a controversyabout the
inflammability of helium - are, he says,settledby observationand
experiment,'logical' disputesby referenceto a 'strict rule of
usage'.Thus to settlethe disputewhether '2 + 2: 4' is a rule,
we need only point out, he argues,that a 'rule' cannot, in strict
usage,be either true or false,whereasa mathematicalproposition
can be either. lhrppose, however, somebody sets the following
problem: 'if when a dog attacks a colv she keeps her horns
always towards it, revolving as fast as the dog rotates, does the
dog go around the cow?'u Then it isyno use referring to the
ordinary way of using 'around'; this,.accordingto Wisdom, is
a 'conflict' dispute,which can be resolvedonly by establishing
a newconvention- by decidingto use,or not to use,'around'in
thesecircumstances.
The queer thing about philosophers, Wisdom suggests,is that
theyhold viewswhich,consideredfrom the point of view of strict
logig are obviously false. They go on telling us that the laws of
mathematicsare really rules of grammar, even after we point out
to them that a rule cannot be either true or false; they still insist
that material objectsdo not exist evenwhen, in Moore's manner,
we hold up olu hand and say; 'There, that's a material object.'
How can we account for their blatant refusal to acceptthe regular
methodsof settling a dispute? The fact is, Wisdom suggests,that
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philosophers arc dissatisfiedwith our ordinary usage,and so will
not accept as decisive an appeal to it. They are advocating a
linguisticinnovation; wherewe seea'logical' dispute,they seea
'conflict'.
The philosopher's obduracy is valuable, Wisdom thinks, in so
far as it draws attention to a similarity we should otherwiseoverlook. Supposea psychologistsays: 'Everybody is neurotic.' We
might at first imagine that this proposition expressesan empirical
discovery, to the effect that more careful psychiatric observation
will always reveal a neurosis where, at first sight, none appean
to be present- as a pathologistmigihtdiscoverthat every living
organism has cancerouscells within it. But we should miss the
whole point of the psychologist'sstatement,Wisdom suggests,
if we were to reply:'that isn't true, a careful investigationhas
shownthat only 14% of the populationhasa neutosis',i.e. if we
were to regard it as an empirical proposition, to be combatted at
that level. For even if it is suggestedby the discovery that the
neurotic and the non-neuroticare lesseasilydistinguishablethan
is ordinarily supposed,'everybody is neurotic', according to
Wisdom, is a priori, not empirical: the psychologist is recommending that we changeour way of using the word 'neurotic'.
We can 'dispute' what he saysonly by drawing attention to the
inconvenient results of his verbal recommendation. Similarly,
Wisdom thinks, if a philosopher tells us that 'all mathematical
statementsare rules of grammar', the bare response:'Of course,
they are not rules', while true, missesthe point; the proper reply
is rather: 'Yes, I seethey are like rules in some ways but ...'
Then we have not missed the illtrmination the philosopher's
paradox can cast.
What recommendations,we mieht ask, fall particularly within
the philosopher'sprovince? To what similaritiesdoes he wish
particularly to draw attention? The traditional reply, Wisdom
suggests,would run something like this: the philosopher interrelatesrealms of being - material objects and sense-data,facts
ad'd values. But this reply may mislead us into believing that
there are strangeentities-'sense-data', 'values' and the like which the philosopher has to relate to facts, as the medical
scientist might relate virusesto diseases.It will be lessmisleading,
according to Wisdom, to think of the philosopher as one who
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'describesthe logic' of different classesof sentences_ tells us
how they are verified, supported by reasons,argued about. A
philosophercan profitably discuss.the different logics, of.this is
rcd', 'Napoleon was a man', ,Mr pickwick was a good man,,
whereashe will be led completelyastrayinto the wilds of metaphysicsor the desertsoflogical analysisifhe setsout to consider
'the relation betweenfictional and real beings' or .the difference
betweenfactsand values'.
The similaritiesin which the philosopheris interested,then, are
similaritiesand dissimilaritiesin the use of sentences.His paradoxesare useful, Wisdom considers,just in virtue of the light
theythrow on thesesimilarities.When, for example,the positivist
tell us that 'metaphysical propositions are meaningless,,his
paradoxusefullydrawsattention to differencesbetweenthe logic
of scientificand the logic of philosophicalassertions;when he
nraintainsthat 'we can neverreally know that other peoplehave
rninds' he helpsus to seethat we do not verify statementsabout
other people'sminds in the same way as we verify statements
about chairsand tables- a point Wisdom illustratesat length in
his articleson'Other Minds'. yet, Wisdom admits, it is difficult
to accountin thesetermsfor the peculiarexcitementand intensity
of metaphysicaldisputes.Why should verbal recommendations
cngendersuch heat? Faced with this problem, Wisdom turns
for helpto oneofhis specialinterests,psycho-analysis.12
Listening
lo philosopherswho obstinatelypersistin suchassertionsas .we
canneverreally know what othel peoplethink and feel', we areat
oncereminded,he considers,ofthe neurotic'schronic doubts..In
the labyrinth of metaphysics,'he writes in a characteristicpassage,'are the samewhispersas one hearswhen climbing Kafka's
staircasesto the tribunal which is always one floor higher up.'
'l'he philosopherthinks of himself as striving towards a goal
towards,for example,the direct apprehensionof other people's
rninds - even when, as in the neurotic's case,no conceivable
cxperiencewould persuadehim that he had reachedhis goal. But
if we forget about the goal, Wisdom sugg€sts,and think of the
philosopher'swork as a re-descriptionofthe point he hasalready
rcached,we shallseein what its true valueconsists.
My account of Wisdom's philosophical position is, in one
inrportantrespect,misleading.I have made him out to be more
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definite, more explicit, than he actually is. His characteristic
methodconsistsin first making a distinction- say,the distinction
betweena 'logical' and a 'conflict' dispute- as if it werea sharp
one, and then blunting its edges; or first making an assertion say, that philosophical paradoxesare verbal recommendationsand then assertingits contradictory. 'I have said that philosophers'questionsand theoriesare really veibal,'he wrote in his
paperon ' PhilosophicalPerplexity' (PAS, 1936),'but if you like
we will not say this, or we will also say the contradictory.'
Wisdom's elusivenessis not merely freakish or irresponsible;
it flows from his firm conviction that philosophical theories are at
once illuminating and misleading, and that both thesepoints need
to be made. There is no hope of transcendingthis awkward
situation and thus arriving at philosophicalconclusionswhich
cannotmislead;all the philosophercan do is to misleadand then
- elaborately- to draw attention to the points at which what he has
saidis misleading- and not misleading.
In his introduction to M. Lazerowitz'scollectionof essays,77re
Structure of Metaphysics(1955),Wisdom remarks that 'when
people listened to Wittgenstein they often found it difficult to get
a steadylight giving an orderedview ofwhat they havewishedto
seeand that whenthey now readhim they still havethis difficulty.'
Not a few readers would feel the same about Wisdom's own
writings; but the general tendency of recent post-Wittgenstein
philosophy, one might say, is to revert to definiteness,if in a
spirit chastenedby Wittgenstein'scritique. We can seethat tendency clearly enough in Lazerowitz's book; he operateswith
Wisdom's main thesis - that philosophical paradoxesare verbal
backedby unconsciousmotives- asif it werea
recommendations,
scientific theory to be verified by applying it to a variety of
philosophicaldisputes.tlWisdom is obviouslyuneasyabout the
result; he wantsto add: 'Yes, but on the other side. . .'
For similar reasons - because they find them insufficiently
subtle,over-explicit - not all ex-studentsof Wittgensteinlook
with kindness on the 'ordinary language' philosophiestl which
have latterly dominated the philosophical sceneat Oxford, for
all that they show clear signs of Wittgenstein'sinfluence. At
Oxford, Wittgenstein'sideasentereda very different philosophical
atmosphere from that which prevailed at Cambridge. Oxford
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philosophers,for the most part, have learnt their philosophyas
part of a coursqof study which is basedupon classicalscholarship; in particular, the influenceof Aristotle has been strong at
Oxford as it has never been at Cambridge, where in so far as any
classicalphilosopherhasbeeninfluential it is Plato, not Aristotle
- and this is astrue of Wittgensteinasit is of Moore.
Now when Aristotle considerssucha questionas'whether the
virtuesareemotions',he makesuseof what it would be natural to
call 'an appealto ordinary language'.The virtues are not emotions, he argues,since ope arc not called good or bad on the
ground that we exhibit certain emotions but only in respect of
our virtues and vices'; again, he af,gues,an emotion is said to
'move' us whereasa virtue or vice is said to'govern' us. What
'we say', then, is the decisivefactor. Argumentsof this sort are
cverywhereto be found in Aristotle's NicomacheanEthics, and
werefreely employedby the most influential Odord Aristotelians.
Cook Wilson, as we have already seen, always laid great stress
on the importance of determining 'the normal idiom'; in the
cthical writings of W. D. Ross - in sharp contrast to Moore's
Principia Ethica - the appeal to 'what the ordinary man would
suy' playsa conspicuouspart. Add to thesespecialinfluencesthe
quite general consideration that classically-trained men are
ulwayslikely to place great stresson 'correctness', which has a
rcasonablydefinite meaning within a dead language, and it will
no longerseemsurprisingthat 'ordinary language'philosophies
madesuch rapid headwayat Oxford'. At Oxford, then, Wittgenstcin'sideaswere grafted on to an Aristotelian-philological stock;
the stockhasinfluencedthe resultantfruits which, amongstother
things, are considerably drier and cooler than their Cambridge
counterparts.
Oxford philosophy displays,too - most notably in the writings
of J. L. Austin - an interestin languagefor its own sake,quite
foreign to Wittgenstein. A study of 'the use' of words like
'mind', 'knowledge', 'perception', so a good many Oxford
philosophers think, is interesting in itself, quite apart from its
therapeutic,antimetaphysical,powers.Philosophyfor them hasa
positiveand systematictask;in theeyesof many of the Cambridge
Oxford philosophyhasdesiccated
' old guard' of Wittgensteinians,
into scholasticism.
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The bestknown of Oxford' ordinary language'philosophersis
Gilbert Ryle. Ryle was educatedin the Cook Wilson tradition;
Aristotle is alwayshis natural point of departure.But he wasalso
interested in sontinental philosophy, at first in Husserl and
Meinong, later in the logical positivists. He is a trained academic
philosopher,as Wittgenstein was not - a philosopher 'in the
tradition', whateverhis unorthodoxies.That is onereasonwhy his
evenby philosopherswho can
ideashavebeenwidely discussed,
'make nothing' of Wittgenstein.
In his 'SystematicallyMisleadingExpressions'(Pl,S,1931and
ZI I) Ryle announcedhis conversion- although, he said, a
reluctant one - to the view that the task of philosophy is 'the
detection of the sources in linguistic idioms of recurrent misconstructionsand absurdtheories'.Distinguishing- like Bradley,
Fregeand Russell- betweenthe syntacticalform ofan expression
and the form ofthe facts it depicts,Ryle arguesthat a great many
of the expressionsof everyday life are, in virtue of their grammatical form, 'systematicallymisleading'. Merely because,for
example,a sentencelike'Mr Pickwick is a fiction' is grammatically analogousto ' Mr Menziesis a statesman',wearetemptedto
read it as if it werea descriptionof a person- a personwith the
property of being fictitious. In fact, however, this statement is
not about a fictitious person,Mr Pickwick, with odd properties
but about a real person,Dickens, or a realbook Pickwick Papers.
How is this to be shown,if the point be not immediatelygranted?
If 'Mr Pickwick is a fiction' wereabout a personby the nameof
'Mr Pickwick', theo, Ryle argues,it would imply suchpropositions as 'Mr Pickwick was born in such-and-sucha year' consequenceswhich actually contradict the original assertion.
'Paradoxesand antinomies,'he more generallyconcludes,'are
the evidencethat an expressionis systematicallymisleading.'
Ryle willingly grantsthat suchexpressionsas '. .. is a fiction'
with their
do not'fnisleadus in everydaylife. But metaphysicians,
specialinterest in 'the. structure of facts' or 'the categoriesof
being', are enticedinto their strangetheoriesbecausethey take
the grammatical forms of statementsat their face value. They are
led to believethat there are 'universals' - rememberthat Ryle
had been readingMeinong and Husserl- becausethey wrongly
presumethat'Punctuality is a virtue'is grammaticallyparallelto
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'Hume is a philosopher', i.e. that like 'Hume', 'Punctuality'
is a name.Or again,merelybecausewe can sensiblysay 'the idea
of taking a holiday has just occurred to me', philosophers are
led to conclude that there is an entity - 'the idea' - which the
phrase' the idea of taking a holiday ' names.
To avoid the misleading suggestionsof everyday speech,Ryle
argued, the philosopher must learn to restate sentences- in the
manner of Russell'stheory of descriptions,which for Ryle as for
Ramsey was 'the paradigm of philosophy' - so as clearly to
exhibit 'the form of the facts into which philosophy is the
inquiry'. 'Philosophical analysis', he thought, issuesin such
reformulations, Obviously, Ryle held both that philosophy is
therapeutic and that it has a positive task - to reveal 'the real
form of facts'. 'Systematically Misleading Expressions', in fact,
belongs to the first Wittgenstein period, the period which culminated in Wisdom's 'Logical Constructions'.That an Oxford
man, at a tirne when Cook Wilson's followersheld the centreof
the stage at Oxford, should proceed in a manner so obviously
'Cambridge' was a portent. (Althoueh hice, it should be
remembered, has already created some dismay at Oxford by
sympathizingwith Russell'stheory of sense-data.)
Ryle wrote a considerablenumber of philosophical articles in
the years that followed. Two of them are especially important
for an understandingof The Conceptof Mind -'Categories'
(PAS, 1937) and his inaugural lecture PhilosophicalArgwnents
(1945).In his'Categories' Ryle defined'a category'in a way
which, he thinks, preserveswhateverwas of value in Aristotle and
Kant, while laying down, asthey did not, a definite way of proving
that two expressions differ in category.ls Consider such an
incompleteexpression(a 'sentence-frame')as '... is in bed'.
Then, Ryle argues, we can without absurdjty insert 'Jones'
or'Socrates'in the gap the sentence-frameleavesunfilled, but
not 'Saturday'. This is enoughto prove that'Jones'belongs to a
differentcategoryfrom 'Saturday'.ro1t still doesnot prove, however,that'Jones'and 'Socrates'belongto the samecategory;
for there might be other sentence-frames,Ryle says,into which
'Jones'could be insertedbut'Socrates'would not fit without
absurdity.Thus althougheither'he'or'the writer of this book'
can be inserted in '... has read Aristotle' they nevertheless
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belong to different categories;for only 'he' * not'the writer of
this book' - will fit without absurdity into the sentence-frame
'. . . hasneverwritten a book'.
In such a case,Ryle thinks, the absurdity resulting from the
inappropriatecompletionof a sentence-frame
is obvious; but it is
rol obvious, in contrast, that we shall fall into antinomies and
contradictionsif we filI the gap in '. . . is false' by the phrase'the
statementI am now making'. Suchun-obviousabsurditiesare the
philosophically interesting ones.l7 Indeed philosophers, Ryle
thinks, are led systematically to distinguish between categories
only becausethey light on unexpectedantinomies;then they go
on to seek out concealedantinomies in caseswhere they suspect
that a category-distinctionlies concealed.
Two generalcharacteristicsof Ryle's paper on 'Categories' are
important for the understanding of his philosophical point of
view: first, that althougfi he talks throughout of'expressions'he will not allow that either a belief or a concept can properly be
describedas'absurd'- he is not, he says,conducting a philological investigation;he is telling us somethingabout 'the nature
ofthings' or, at least,about 'concepts'.He.hascontinuedto stress
this point; many critics who are otherwise sympathetically
inclined towards his work cornplain that his conclusions are
in the' material' ratherthanin the' formal'
misleadinglyexpressed
as Ryle describesit'
mode.l8Secondly,category-distinguishing,
'involves philosophical argument, ratiocination: a point overlooked,he suggests,
by thosewho definephilosophyas 'analysis'.
To this themehis inauguraladdresswasdevoted.Philosophical
af,guments,he says,are neither inductionsnor demonstrationsl
the philosopherhas his own methodsof procedure,of which the
most characteristic is the reductio ad absurdum.By 'deducing
from a proposition or complex of propositions consequences
which are inconsistent with each other or with the original
propositions' the philosopher demonstratesthe 'absurdity' of
the proposition or complex of propositionsin question.Ryle is
not suggestingthat philosophical argumentsare purely destructive. The reductio ad absurdum,on his view, acts as a sieve; or, to
vary the metaphor, by determining the boundaries at which
absurdity appearsit outlines the actual field.of application of a
proposition.

Every proposition, Ryle says, has certain 'logical powers'.
For the most part, he thinks, we are consciousonly of a limited
numberof the logical powersof the propositionswe use,and so
have only a 'partial grasp' of their meaning. Yet we c{ul use
propositionslike'3 X 3 : 9'or'London is north of Brighton'
without falling into those arithmetical or geographical errors
which would be evidencethat we did not understandwhat we
weresaying;if we cannot statethe rules which govern the useof
thesepropositions,at leastwe know how to usethem in practice
underordinary circumstances.
If this were not so, Ryle says,the
philosopherwould haveno starting-point.
When propositions have somethingin common, it is sometimes
convenient, Ryle thinks, to abstract this common factor as a
'concept'. Thus, for example,from the set of suchpropositions
as 'Jones behavesintelligently', 'Brown thinks intelligently',
we might wish to pick out 'the conceptof intelligence'.Moore,
in his earlier writings, had written as if a concept were a buildingblock out of which propositions are constructed; Ryle argues,in
opposition to Moore, that a concept is merely a handy abbreviation for a 'family' of propositions.When, then, Ryle goeson to
talk of 'a concept'slogical powers' this is intendedas a brief way
of referring to the logical powers of all those propositions which
are similar in virtue of possessinga certain common factor.
The Concept of Mind (1949) analysesthe logical powers of
'mental conc€pts'.leIn everydaylife, he thinks, we work quite
well with theseconcepts:we know how to decide,say, whether
Jonesis intelligent or stupid, whether he is making a joke or
thinking out a problem. But we becomepuzded when we try to
discoverthe categoryto which such expressionsbelong,i.e. the
logical powers of the propositions into which they enter. To
overcome our puzdes, Ryle suggests,we have to 'map' the
various mental coneepts,thus determining their geographical
position in a world of concepts- in other words, the limits of
their application.
First, however,a myth has to be destroyed:the'official', or
Cartesian,myth that mental-conduct expressionsrefer to a queer
sort of entity, 'mind' or 'soul', distinguishablefrom the body in
virtue of being private, non-spatial, knowable only by introspection. Recognizingthat words like 'intelligence' do not name
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entities which obey mechanical laws, philosophers have been
led to conclude, Ryle suggests,that they must therefore name
entities which obey non-mechanical, spiritual laws. In fact,
however,it is a'category mistake'to supposethat they niameany
entity whatsoever.The function of the word 'intelligence' is to
describehuman behaviour, not to name an entity. According to
Descartesand the epistemologistswho followed in his footsteps,
a human being is compounded of two disparateentities - a mind
and a body, a ghost and a machine.2oThen at once the epistemologistsare besetby a host of problems: How can an immaterial
spirit influence the workings of a material body? How can the
ghost peer throuch the machine to the world around it? To such
questions as these, Ryle thinks, there can be no answer; yet we
must not try to avoid them by maintaining, with the Idealist, that
in reality man is a ghost, or with the materialist, that in reality he
is a machine.The human being is neither a ghost, nor a machine,
nor a ghost in a machine; he is a human being, who sometimes
behavesintelligently and sometimesstupidly, sometimesnotices
things and sometimesoverlooks them, sometimesacts and sometimes is quiescent. 'Man need not be degraded to a machine,'
Ryle writes, 'by being denied to be a ghost in a machine. He
might, after all, be a sort of animal, namely a higher mammal.
There hasyet to be ventured the hazardousleap to the hypothesis
that perhapshe is a man.'
Philosophershave tended to supposethat 'acting intelligently'
is synonymouswith 'theorizing' or 'discovering the truth'.
Since thinking is usually carried on in private - once we have
learnt the trick in childhood - it is then an €sy step to the
conclusion that every exerciseof intelligence belongs to a secret'
private, world. But in fact, Ryle argues, theorizing is only a
speciesof intelligent behaviour - the specieshe calls 'knowing
that'; most iqlelligent action consistsin'knowing how' to carry
througlr someaction to its conclusion,'knowing how'to play a
game,or to speakFrench, or to build a house, which is very different from theorizingabout games,or aboutlanguage-speaking'
or about house-building. If, indeed, we try to maintain that
practice caz be intelligent only when it is precededby intelligent
thinking we are at once involved, Ryle argues, in an infinite
regre$; if there were any good reason for supposing that in-

telligent cricket-playing must be precededby intelligent theorizing
about cricket, there would be exactly as much reasonfor suppos.
ing that intelligent theorizing must in its turn be preceded by
intelligenttheorizing about theorizing, and so on ad infinitum.
At some stage - and why not at once? - we have to recognize
that a form of activity b intelligent, whatever precedesit or fails
to precedeit.
But, the objection may be raised, we cannot tell by bare inspection of an act that it is intelligent; it miglrt be a mere fluke.
The worst of chess-playerswill occasionallymake a truly formidablemove.For that reason,Ryle grants,we haveto 'look beyond'
the isolated act in order to determine whether it displays 'intelligence'. This 'look beyond', however, does not consist in
trying to penetrate to a secret,intelligent mental performance which is, indeed,by hypothesisquite inaccessible
to us. Rather,
we inquire into the agent's general abilities and propensities.
Does he make similar moves in similar situations? C.an
he appreciatesuch moveswhen they are made by others? Can
hetell us why he made the move? If the answer to such questions as theseis in the affirmative,then he 'knows how' to play
chess.
'Klowing how,' Ryle concludes,is'dispositional.' He is not
suggesting,in thus describing it, that it is the name of a special
sort of entity - a 'disposition'. The proposition 'glass has a
disposition to break', he argues, is shorthand for a (vaguelylimited) range of hypotheticalpropositions: 'if you drop glasq
or hit it with a stone,or try to bend it, it will break.' If glassnever
did break, if there were in our experienceno 'episodes' of glasshreaking,then, no doubt, we should not call it 'breakable'; in
lhus describingit, all the same,we af,enot namingan episodebut
statinghypotheticalpropositions.2rSimilarly, then, alihough we
shouldsayofa personthat'he can read French' only ifhe sometimes performs the sort of action we expect of French-readers,
or that he is irritable only if he sometimesgets angry, or that he
is ' amiable' only if he is sometimesfriendly, there is no particular
cjrisode the occurrence of which is a necessaryand sufficient
condition for the application to a person of thesedispositional
dcscriptions.rTo look for the entity, or the episode,namedby a
rComparewhatWittgieDstein
(p. 430above).
saysabout'understanding'
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disposition is to hunt the unicom. To say we have a certain dis,
position, in Ryle's view, is to assert,simply, that our conductis
'law-like', i.e. that it follows a regularpattern.
Ryle's analysisof motives proceedsalong similar lines: acting
with a motive, he suggests,
is like actingfrom habit * ascomesout
in the fact that weareoften uncertain whether a particular person
hasacted'from habit'or 'with a certainmotive,. Justasto ascribe
an actionto 'the force ofhabit'is not to unveilits secretcausebut
to deny that it is peculiar or unexpected,so also to ascribe a
motive to an action is merely to subsumeit under a generaltype,
as distinct from causallyexplainingit. To 'act from ambition'
is to exemplifythe ambitioussort of action; 'ambition' is not a
peculiar non-mechanicalcause.22
As for such so-called'mental processes'as 'acts of volition,,
these,Ryle argues,are not in the leastlike 'processes'.None of
the ordinary ways of describingprocessesis in this caseapplicable: it is uselessto ask whether volitions are continuous or
interrupted, how they can be speededup or slowed down, when
they begin and when they end. The differencebetweenvoluntaxy
and involuntary behaviour doesnot lie in the fact that voluntary
behaviour is preceded, whereas involuntary behaviour is not
preceded,by an 'act ofvolition'.
Similarly, although there is certainly a differencebetweenseeing
and not-seeing,recalling and not-recalling, there are no 'mental
processes',Ryle argues,properly describablea$ 'acts of seeing'
or 'acts of recalling'. 'seeing' and 'recalling', indeed, are
'achievement-words',not 'process'words; to 'see' is to succeed
in a task - it is parallel to winninga race, as distinct ftom running
in one. If Moore was puzzled by the elusivenessof 'mental acts',
this is for the very good reasonthat he was looking for what is
not thereto be found.
Many philosophers who are in general sympathy with Ryle's
demolition of*he Cartesianmyth haveboggledat his analysisof
imagination.zr Yet this analysisis vital to his general thesis that
'when we characterizepeople by mental predicates,we axe not
making untestable inferencesto any ghostly processesoccurring
in streamsof consciousnesswhich we are debarredfrom visiting;
we are describing the ways in which those people conduct parts
of their predominantly public behaviour'. He has to show that

'lmagining' is not the processof contemplatinga claqsof intlinsicallyprivateentities-'images'. Justas,heargues,to pretend
ttr commit a murder is not really to commit a queer sort of
nrurder(a' mock-murder')so,equally,to' imagine'seeingEverest
ht trot really to see an 'Everest image'. If somebodyimagines
rccingEverestthere is neither a real mountain in front of his real
cycs,nor a mock-mountainin front of mock-eyes;he is utilizing
lris knowledgeof Everestso as to 'think how it would look'.
I rrragining,Rylecontends,may bea form of rehearsing- anticipating the future - or it may be a form of pretending,but it is certninly not an 'inner seeing',In so far asrehearsingand pretending
ua in principlepublic so,too, is imagining.Thus the inner bastion
ol'privacy- the'world of images'- proves,after all, not to be
irnpregnable.
ln The Conceptof Mind Ryle reformulatedand solved in his
own way some of the problems in philosophical psychology
whichhad perturbedWittgenstein;his Dilemmastumsto another
ol'Wittgenstein'smain themes:the problem how we are to overc:omethe apparently irresolvable dilemmas which beset the
philosopher.The philosopher is confronted, often enough, by
lwo conclusions,each of them reached,it would seem,by al
Inrpeccablechain of reasoning,yet so related that one of them
nrustbewholly wrong if the other is only partly rieht. Considering
in turn a number of such dilemmas,Ryle tries to show that in
cnchcasethe conflict is only an appaxentgne - a pseudo-conflict
bctweentheorieswhich are 'in a different line of business',and
slnndin no need,for that reason,ofbeing reconciled.
Take, for example,the familiar problem how the world of
scicnceis relatedto 'the world of everydaylife'. On the one side,
thc physicist assuresus that things are really arrangementsof
clcctronsin space,that they are not'really'coloured, solid or
sharply-defined;on the other side, we are quite convincedthat
chairsand tables are real and that they really have the colour,
thc solidity, the shape,we ordinarily ascribeto them. How is this
rlilcmma to be resolved?The conclusionsof the physicist,Ryle
t lics to show,do not reallyconflict with our everydayjudgements,
so that the supposeddilemma turns out to be no more than a
rlill'erencein interest.
He makeshis point by meansof an analogy.A Collegeauditor
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may tell an undergxaduatethat the Collegeaccounts'cover the
whole life of the College' - its games,its entertainments,its
teachingsare all there depicted.The auditor is not deceivingthe
undergraduate,for indeed the accounts are comprehensive,
accurateand exhaustive.Yet the undergraduateis convincedthat
the accounts'leave somethingout'. That, Ryle thinks, is precisely
the physicist.Any physicalchangecan be
our position vlb-ri-vrb
representedas a movementof electrons;in that respectphysicsis
'complete'.Yet, somehow,the world welove and fear hasescaped
the physicist'snet.
shouldlook more closelyat
The undergraduate,Ryle suggests,
the auditor's claim that his accounts'cover the whole life of the
College'. No doubt they do, in the sensethat every College
activity is representedin the accountbooks as a debit or a credit;
but his accountsdo not describe,do not evenattemptto describe,
preciselythose features of College life which the undergraduate
finds so fascinating.For the accountant,a new library book is a
debit of twenty-five shillings, not the precious life-blood of a
master spirit. Similarly, Ryle argues, although physics covers
everything, it does not give a complete description of what it
covers. The physicist is interested only in certain aspectsof the
world around us. Just as the aocountanthas his businessand the
undergraduatea different business,so the physicist hasa different
business again. Each cirn go on his way, according to Ryle,
without any fear of meeting a dilemma around the corner. This
doctrine of'spheres of influence' has recently attracteda good
many admirers, particularly amongst those who desire to be
uncritically religious without ceasing to be critically philosoPhical.24
Ryle, we said, alwaysinsiststhat his work is not in the least
philological; and certainly,he doesnot engagein closelinguistic
analyses.For such analyseswe must look to the work of J' L'
Austin2swho, until his prematuredeathin 1960,exercisedin postwar Oxford drrintellectualauthority nothing short of remarkable'
however,thereis more than a
Evenamongsthis closestassociates,
was trying to do and its
Austin
whit
about
controversy
little
relevanceto the traditional pursuitsofphilosophy.
One thing is clear: at no time did Austin believe,as he is not
uncommonlysupposedto havebelieved,that'ordinary language'
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ls for all philosophicalpurposesthe final court of appeal.'Our
c()rnmonstock of words,' he certainly wrote in 'A Plea for
f ixcuses'(PAS, 1957),'embodiesall the distinctionsmen have
lirund worth drawing,and the connexionsthey havefound worth
rrurking,in the life-times of many generations'.In relation to
cvcrydaypractical matters, he therefore thought, the distinctions
which ordinary language incorporates are likely to be sounder
lltrn 'any that you and I are likely to think up in our arm-chairs
ol' an afternoon'. They are to be neglectedat our peril; if not the
crrd-all,they arecertainlythe 'begin-all' ofphilosophy.
Ilut he freely admits that evenalthough 'as a preliminary' the
philosophermust track down in detail our ordinary useof words,
In the end he will always be compelled 'to straightep them out to
nornedegree'.The ordinary man's authority, furthermore, extends
only to practical affairs. Wheneverthe philosopher's interestsare
'nrore intellectual and extensive' than those of the ordinary man
il will be necessaryto point to new distinctions, to invent a new
tcrminology - as Austin himself did with extreme,evenexcessive,
lrcedom.
Austin's lecture on 'Ifs and C.ans' (PBA, 1956)will serve to
illustrate both the subtlety of the grammatical distinctions he
wns accustomedto make and the two rather different views he
trxrk about the philosophical importance of such distinctions. In
lhnt lecturehe setout to disputeMoore's analysisof 'could have'
hr his Ethics. Moore wrongly suggests,according to Austin, frst,
thnt 'could have' simply means 'could have if I had chosen';
rccondly,that for 'could have if I had chosen'may properly be
$ubstituted'shouldhaveif
I hadchosen':thirdly-this by implication rather than expressly- that the fclauses in theserevised
fllotemeDts
refer to a causalcondition.
In oppositionto Moore, Austin tries to showthat it is a mistake
to supposethat'should'can be substitutedfor'could'; that the
i/ in suchstatementsas 'I can if I choose'is not the /of condition
lrrrt some other if, perhaps the ,/ of stipulation; and that the
srrpposition
that 'could have' means'could haveif I had chosen'
lcstson the falsepresumptionthat 'could have' is alwaysa past
conditionalor subjective,whereasit may be - and in the relevant
crrscsin fact is - the past indicative of the verb 'can'. (At this
point, Austin takes his evidencefrom Latin as well as from
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English.)By meansof such argumentshe concludesthat Moore
was mistakenin supposingthat determinismmight be consistent
with what'we ordinarily sayand presumablythink'.zoBut Austin
tells us that, rather than showsus how, this generalphilosophical
conclusionfollows.
Part of the 'importance' of what he is doing, according to
Austin, derivesfrom the fact that 'if'and'can'are words which
constantly turn up in philosophy - especially,perhaps, at those
points at which the philosopher fondly imaginesthat his problems
havebeensolved- so that it is vital to be clearabout their use.By
studyingsuchlinguistic distinctionswe becomeclearerabout the
phenomenathey are used to differentiate; 'ordinary-language
philosophy' would be better called, he suggests,'linguistic
phenomenology'.
But he goeson to make another point, which gradually came,
one suspects,to be nearer to his heart. Philosophy has commonly
been the breeding-ground of sciences; perhaps, Austin conjectures, it is on the point of giving birth to a new scienceof
language as it has recently given birth to mathematical logic.
Austin clearly hoped to act as one of the midwives of such a
science.Following Jamesand Russell,Austin evensuggeststhat a
questionis philosophicaljust in so far as it is in a state of confusion; oncemen are clear about a problem it ceasesto form part
of philosophy and is converted into a question for science.2?
Perhapsthat is why he is preparedto assert,as he doesmore than
once, that over-simplification is not so much the occupational
diseaseof philosophersastheir occupation,and why he is willing,
too, to condemnthe mistakesof philosophersin suchunrestrained
epithets as, for example, 'extraordinarily perverse', 'not even
faintly sensible', 'grossly exaggerated'.Theseare all, it would
seem,the trade-marks of philosophy, as distinct from a merely
personallveakness
of someparticularphilosopher.
Austin's polemical style is most fully deployedin Senseand
Sensibilia. His shafts are particularly directed against A. J.
Ayer's Foundationsof Empirical Knowledge(1940), but hice's
Perception(1932)and G. J. Warnock'sBerkeley(1953)do not go
unscathed.Austin chosethoseparticularbooksfor consideration,
so he told his undergraduateaudience,for their meritsandnot for
their defects,becausethey provide 'the best available exposition'

of a view which is 'at leastas old as Heraclitus'. But their merits
Austin scarcelymade visible. He announcedhis intention of
cxposing'a mass of seductive(mainly verbal) fallacies' and 'a
wide variety of concealedmotives' and he did so with relish nlllroughnot always,perhaps,with completefairness.28
Austin hoped to destroytwo doctrines:the frst, that what we
'tlirectly perceive'are sense-data2c
and the secondthat propositions about sense-dataserve as the incorrigible foundations of
k trowledge.
To achievethe first end,he is contentfor the most paf,t
to attackthe classicalargumentfrom illusion. That argument,he
$uggests,fails to distinguish between illusions and delusions- as
if in an illusion, as in a delusion,we were 'seeing something',
in this casea sense-datum.
But in fact when we look at a straight
ntick in water we seea stick, not a sense-datum;if under those
vcry specialcircumstancesthe stick sometimeslooks rather like a
hcntstickthis neednot perturb us.
As for incorrigibility, Austin arguesthat there are no proposiiions whosenature it is to be 'the foundation of knowledge' propositions which by their very nature are incorrigible, directly
vcrifiable,and evidence-providing.Nor, on the other side, do
'ruoterial-objectstatements' need to be 'based on evidence'.
Wc need,in general,no evidencethat there is a book on the
Irrble;on the other side,we may, taking another look, come to
tkrubt whether we were correct in saying that the book 'looks
lrcliotrope',
Austin does not seriouslyraise the generalquestion why the
nurse-datumtheory in one or the other of its many varietieshas
lurrl,as he himself emphasizes,so long and honourablea philonophical c.reer. In particular, Austin says nothing whatever
ntxrut that argument from physics - from the disparity between
thingsas we ordinarily take them to be and thingsas the physicist
tlcscribesthem - which many epistemologists
have thought to be
He turns
I lrc most fundamentirlof all argumentsfor sense-data.3o
lris attention,rather, to suchquestionsas the precisefunctioning
ol (he word 'real', which in pbraseslike 'the real colour' has
plnycda very largepart in sense-datum
theories.'Real,'he argues,
is not at all a normal word - a word, that is, which has a single,
rgrccifiablemeaning.Nor is it ambiguous.It is, he says, 'sub.
rtlntive-hungry' - it cannot stand alone as a description, as
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'pink'can, but like'good'only hasmeaningin thecontextof 'a
real such-and-such';it is a 'trouser-word' - it excludesthe
possibitity of something'szol being real, in any of a variety of
possibleways; it is a'dimension-word',in the sensethat it is,
againlike'good', the most generalof a set of words all of which
perform much the same function - words such as 'proper',
'genuine', 'authentic'; it is an'adjuster-word' permitting us to
cope with new and unforeseensituations, without inventing a
special new term. Such discriminationsare higltly relevant, in
generalterms,to the issueswhich Austin is ostensiblydiscussing,
but they comeat Austin's handsto havea life of their own, not as
a merepropaedeuticto, or instrumentin, the criticism of sensedatatheories.
Of all Austin's writings, his contribution to a symposiumon
'Other Minds' has won the most unqualified acclaim.3l In
particular the analogy it incorporatesbetween'knowing' and
'promising' - usually formulated by saying that 'knowing' is a
performativeword - hascometo be thoughtof as,unmistakably,
a major contribution to philosophy.32Knowing, it had not
uncommonly been presumed,is the name of a special mental
state and to assertthat 'I know that S is P', therefore, is to
assertthat I am in that mental statein relation to 'S is P'. This
doctrine, Austin argues,rests on 'the descriptivefallacy', the
supposition that words are used only to describe.To claim to
know is not to describemy statebut to take a plunge - to give
othersmy word, my authority, for sayingthat S is P, just as to
promiseis to giveothersmy word that I will do X.*
Yet when P. F. Strawson(criticizing Tarski), put forward a performatory analysisof 'true'-to assertthatpis true, he suggested,
is to confirmp, or to grant thatp, as distinct from sayingsomething about p - Austin protested.No doubt, he argued, 'p is
true'has a performatoryaspect,but it doesnot follow that it is a
performatory tftterance.
To assertthatp is true, accordingto Austln, is to maintain,in a
sensewhich, hefreely admitted, needsclarification, that'p correspondsto the facts'. This, he says,is 'a pieceofstandard English',
*Pritchard
that'I promiso
...' is neitbertruenor
hadalready
suggested
false,but'a sortofincantation,
a linguisticdeviceby whichthe speaker
imposes an obligation on himself'.
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rundas such 'can hardly be wrong'. Austin tried to clarify the
rrrcaningof'correspondence'in termsof descriptiyeconventions,
which relate words to types of situations, and fumonstrative oonvcntions, which correlate sentenceswith the actual historical
nituationswhich are to be found in the world. To say of 'S is P'
that it is true, he suggests,is to say that the situation to which
it refers is of the sort that is conventionally described in the
lnennerin which it is now being described.(To put the matter
roughly: 'the cat is on the mat' is true if and only if that is a
c()rrectdescriptionof the sort of situation which we have before
tl s .) 13

f n his William JamesLectures on How to do Thingswith Wor^
Austin re-examinedthe whole doctrine of performatives.These
lccturesare as near as Austin evergot to 'a scienceof language'.
It is clear that he conceivedthis sciencein an odd way, reminiscent
ol' Bacon'sNew Atlantis.3aIt was to involve neither experiment
nor fieldworknbut, rather,the cooperativediscussionof examples
tlcrived from a variety of literary sourcesand from personal
cxperience.
Thesewereto be examinedin a completelytheory-free
intcllectual atmosphere,with no problem in mind except the
problemof describing.*
Austin begins How to do Thingswith Wordsby restating his
'pcrformative-constative' distinction in a neat and tidy form.3s
(llo now prefers'constative' to 'descriptive', sincehe thinks he
lursshown in 'How to talk' that 'descripfive' has only a very
lirniteduse.)Performativeutterances,he suggests,
are 'happy' or
'unhappy' but they cannot be true or false; constativeutterances
nlc true orfalse.Thusalthough'I namethisship QueenElizabeth'
cnnnotbe falseit is 'unhappy' if I am not entitledto nameships,
or if this is not the rigfit time to do it or if I am using the wrong
lrrrmula. 'He named that ship QueenElizabell' is, in bontrast,
truc or false,not happyor unhappy.
'The contrast between Austin and Popper is instructive, For Popper,
lhcrc is no such thing as theory-free description, and any worthwhile contribution to knowledge begins from a problem, Whereas Austin is suspicious
ol tllk about'importance'
and suggests that the only thing about the
' inrportance' of which he is confident is 'truth', Popper argues that what we
Irrrvcrrlwaysto seekate ihterestingtruths, interesting in relation to important
grroblcms. The contrast between Austin and Wittgenstein is scarcely less
ol l vi ous.
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But now the doubtsbeginto creepin. First, on the sideofperformatives.When we come to look more closelyat 'happiness',
Austin points out, we see that it always involves something's
beingtrue, e.g.that the formula is in fact the correctone,that the
personusingit hasin fact the right to useit, that the circumstances
in which it is being employed are in fact the right circumstances.
This difrculty might seemto be easilymet by the reply that even
althoughthe happinessof the performativeutterancepresupposes
the truth of certain statements,the performative utterance is in
itself neither true nor false. But the same interplay of truth and
happiness,Austin remarks,appliesto statements- to the statement 'John's children are bald', for example,if it refers to John
when John has no children. It is then not false,but'unhappy',
improperly uttered.And, on the other side,such a performative
as'I warn you that the bull is about to charge' is surelyopen to
criticism on the ground that it is false that the bull is about to
charge. So it is not as easyas it at first seemedto be to distinguish
between statements and performatives by contrasting what is
true or falsewith what is happy or unhappy.
Then can, perhaps, performatives be distinguished from constatives on some other grounds - grammatical grounds, for
example?We might be led to hope so, sinceperformativesare
so often expressedin a specialsort offirst personindicative:'I
warn you', 'I name you'. But, Austin points out, they do not
always have this grammatical shape: 'You are hereby warned'
is as much a performative as 'f warn you'. Furthermore, 'I
state that .. .' also has the first person grammatical form, and
that, surely,is a constative!
Austin looks, therefore,for a differentmode of distinguishing
utterances, in terms of the kind of act they perform. He distinguishes three sorts of sentence-usingact; the 'locutionary'
act ofusing a sentenceto conveya meaning,as when somebody
tells us that Georgeis coming,the 'illocutionary' act of usingan
utterancerfoitha certain 'force', as when somebodywarnsus that
Georgeis coming, and tbe 'perlocutionary' act of producing a
certain effect by the useofa sentence,as when somebody,without
actually telling us that George is coming, succeedsin warning us
that he is on his way. Any single utterance combines, Austin
cameto think, locutionary and illocutionary funstions.36
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On the face of it, locutionary acts coffespondto constatives
und illocutionary acts to performatives.But Austin has rejected
tlre view that a particular utterance can be classified :ts a pure
pcrformativeor a pure constative.To state,as much as to warn,
is, he says,to do something,and my actionin statingis subjectto
variouskinds of infelicity'; statementscan not only be true or
lirlse,they can be fair, precise,roughly true, rightly or wrongly
utteredand so on. On the other side,considerationsof truth and
f'ulsity apply directly to such performative acts as a judge's
/inding a man guilty, or a watchlesstraveller estimatingthat it is
halfl past two. So the distinction between performativesand
constativesmustbe abandoned- exceptasa first approximation.
Have these distinctions - and the many other distinctions
which in How to do Thingswith llords Austin makes,exemptfies,
and names- any importanceas a contribution to the solution of
traditionalphilosophicalproblems,asdistinctfrom problemsin a
scienceof language?Very much so, if Austin is right. Elucidation,
hcsuggests,is
alwaysofthetotal speechact;sothereisnoquestion,
us 'logical analysts'thought there was, of analysingthe 'meaning' as somethingsharply distinguishablefrom the 'force' of a
ritatement.Stating and describing are, simply, two kinds of
illocutionaryact, devoid of the specialsignificancewith which
philosophyhascommonlyendowedthem. Exceptby an artificial
rbstraction which may be desirable for certain special purposes
'truth' and 'falsity' axe not, as philgsophershave commonly
nupposedthem to be, namesfor relations or qualities;they refer
to a 'dimension of assessment'of the 'satisfactoriness'of the
words usedin the statementin relation to the facts to which they
rcier. ('True', as we might put it, means'very well said'.) From
this it follows that the standardphilosophicaldistinctionbetween
'l'actual' and 'normative' must go the way of many other philosophicaldichotomies.3?
Characteristically, however, these somewhat startling conclusionsare only assertedtofollow, not shownin detail to do so;
Austin'sdetailedcareis devotedto linguisticdistinctions.Only by
toking such care, Austin might have replied, is it possibleto
ndvancephilosophicaldiscussion.Philosophershaveattackedthe
strongholdwhenthey ought to havebeenreconnoitringthe foothills. Only after they have classifiedand clarified all the possible
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ways of not exactly doing things, for example, will it be time for
them to ask themselvesin what humanaction consists,and long
But it is hard to
after that how suchactionsare to be explained.38
resistthe conclusionthat Austin thought he alreadyknew that the
strongholdwasempty,but the foothills fertile.
Austin's line of reasoningis taken over, to cite one of many examples,by S.E. Toulmin - of Cambridgeoriginsbut subsequently
an inhabitant of Oxford - in his 'Probability' (Pls^t, 1950).
Philosophically-mindedprobability-theorists, he argues, fascinatedby the intricacy of puzzlesabout infinite classesor by the
eleganceof the calculusof probability, begin their analysesat
too elevateda point. They should start by consideringhow we
ordinarily use such expressionsas 'I shall probably come'.3e
Then it will be clear, he thinks, that to say 'S is probably P'
is to makea guardedandrestrictedstatement:it is to commit ourselvesto a certain degree- for 'we are prohibited from saying.',
for example,'I'll probably come, but I shan't be able to' - but
only with reservations,which we often make explicit. ('I'll probably come, but it dependson what time we get back from the
Zoo'.) There is no particular 'thing', Toulmin concludes,that
probability statementsare about - neither 'frequency', nor 'an
overlap between ranges'; a probability statement is not distineuished from other $tatementsby having a special subjectmatter, but by involving a special degree of commitment.
Frequenciesor overlaps might be appealed to, he admits, as a
backing for a claim that this or that will probably happen - but
they are not what we are claiming. Thus, Toulmin suggests,
Reichenbach,Carnap and von Mises are contending in vain.
Each of them has gonein searchof what simply doesnot exist an entity namedby 'probability'. Unwilling to admit the fruitlessnessoftheir quest,they bring us back not probability but something quite different, and then quarrel about which of these
substitutesis real/y probability.
Probability is not the only area of dispute which 'ordinary
language' philosofhers have declaredwasteland.Consider, for
example,D. Pears'article on 'Universals' (LLII). Each of the
traditional theoriesof universals,he argues,fails for preciselythe
samereason; it attemptsa generalanswerto the question'why
do we name things as we do ?' In so doing, it inevitably presumes

that the answer is already known; it is no accident that all the
lraditional 'theories of universals'turn out to be circular. For
olthoughwe can explain why particular things are called by the
$&mename, why, for example,Pomeraniansand Alsatians are
both called'dogs', the more generalquestionwhy we usenames
ut all, Pears argues, could be answeredonly by overstepping in language!- the bounds of language.Such a pursuit of the
impossible,he admits" may have its value, for we may learn how
languageworks by trying to defeat its workings, but it certainly
cannotlead to definite answersto definite questions.
The justification of induction, too, has gone the way of
'probability-theory', most clearly perhaps in P. F. Strawson's
chapter on 'Inductive Reasoning and Probability' in his lrutroduction to Logical Theory (1952).40It is abswd to suppose,he
rrgues, that induction can be 'justified' by showing that it is
rcally a variety of deductive reasoning- whether reasoningfrom
an ultimate' inductivepremise'or from the axiomsof the calculus
of probability - aud to attempt to justify it by 'its success'is to
rest induction on induction, for any such attempt involves the
presumptionthat what was successfulin the past will be successful
in thefuture.
Suppose,instead of seeking a justification, we ask, simply,
whetherit is 'reasonable'to rely on inductivearguments.Then,
Strawsonargues, the answer is bound to be 'Yes', because
' beingreasonable'means'having a degreeof belief in a statement
which is proportional to the strength of the evidence in its
ftvour'- the reasonableness
of induction is, then, analytic. So
therecan be no questionof showingthat induction is 'reasonable'
or 'justifiable'. We can properly ask whether we are 'justified'
in acceptingthis or that belief: blut we c:rn no more ask whether
inductiveteasoningiz generalisjustified, Strawsonargues,than
wecanaskwhetherthe law of the land is legal.lt
Philosophers, Strawson admits, tend to be dissatisfied with
this line of reasoning; they complain that their qualms about
induction have not been allayed.Somehow,they feel sure, they
rrrebeing cheated.They are inclined to object: 'isn't it possible
lhat a man might discoveranothermethod of finding things out,
nnd mightn't it then be rational to prefer this method to induction? So, after all, isn't it necessaryto show that induction is
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the rational method to adopt?' This 'possibility', Strawsoni
argues,is not a real one. For if askedto supportthe claim that he
had discovereda new methodbetter than induction, the inventor
could do so only by inductivereosoning;he would have to defend
suchpropositionsas 'I alwaysget the right answerbe doing soand-so'- propositionswhich could themselvesbe basedonly on
induction.In fact, Strawsonargues,the phrase'successfulmethod
of finding things out which has no inductive support' is self'
contradictory.
:
Strawson, it will be observed, makes very free use of the expressions'analytic' and'self-contradictory'; perhapsnobody
since Leibniz has used them with such confidence. Not sur- I
prisingly,then,he hasvigorouslydefendedthe distinctionbetween
analytic and synthetic against Quine's attacks on it.a2 Strawson
and Quine, indeed, are the leading figures in the battle between
'informal' and' formal' logic.
Ultimately, perhaps, the quarrel is between Strawson and .
Russell; always somewhat suspect at Oxford, Russell's philosophical ideas have recently been the main target of attack
amongstOxford logicians,who see in them the source of that,
Germanic-American formalization they so deeply mistrust. The
locus classicusis Strawson's'On Referring' (Mind, 1950)- an
irreverent attack on that sacreddoctrine of formalists, Russell's
theory of descriptions.43
Russell, accordingto Strawson,made two connectedmistakes;
he overlooked the fact that a sentencecan have a variety ofuses,
and he wrongly supposed that if a significant sentenceis not
being used to make a true statementit must be making a false
statement. Russell's trichotomy - true, false or meaninglesscollapses,Strawsonthinks, oncewe realize that a sentencecan be
meaninglessor sipificant but is never true or false, that a statement can be true or false but is never spaningless, and that on a
great many of the occasionson which a sentenceis being usedthe
questionof truth or falsity 'simply doesnot arise'.By a'sentence'
Strdwsonmeansa set of words or expressions.The samesentence,
he argues,can be usedto make quite different statements:'the.
king of France is wise', for example, might be used to make a
statementeither about Louis XIV or about Louis XV; and it can
also be usedto crack a joke - as if I say, 'the king of France is ther
460

only wiseruler in Europe'- or to tell a story. In theselatter cases,
snyonewho replies 'but that's false'is quite misunderstanding
lltrawsonargues,the way I am usingthe sentence;he is assimilatIngall sentence-uses
to statement-making.
Equally, Strawsonthinks, to reply 'but there is no King of
lrrrnce'to someonewho says,in a Republicanage,that the king
rrl'France is wise is not, as Russellimagines,to contradict the
rpcaker; if there is no king of Francethe questionwhether it is
lluc or falsethat he iswise simplydoesnot aru\re.
Russell'stheory
ol'clescriptions
beginsfrom the presumptionthat since'the king of
lrrunceis wise' is neither true nor meaninglessit must be false;
rundagain that sinceit obviously does not describe'the king of
lrrnnce'- when there is no suchperson- it must really de*ribe
Iornethingelse.After desperatephilosophicalstruggles,Russell
llrrallycameto the conclusionthat all propositionsreally ascribe
prcdicatesto 'logically proper' names, only to meet the complication that there are no such names. But if we recognize,
lllrawson argues,first, that the question whether'the king of
Frrnceis wise' hasa meaningis quiteindependentof the question
whether there is in fact such a king - it has a meaning if it could
bc usedto talk about somebody- and secondly,that this sentence
fr not uwd to assert,although no doubt it ordinarily 'implies'
{rr 'presupposes',that thereis in fact a king ofFrance, the ground
h cut from underthe theory ofdescriptions.
Formal logicians,Strawsoncomplains,have concentratedall
lhcir attention on relatively context-freesentences- such senlences as 'all whales are mammals', which are not ordinarily
rusedexcept to make the statement about whales that they are
tturmmals;this explains why they have ignored the difference
bctweensentencesand statements.If they had looked rather at
icntencescontaining such words as 'I' or such phrasesas'the
nrund table' - sentenceswhich can obviously be usedon different
rrccasionsto make entirely different statements- the difference
bctweensentencesand statementswould have been bound, he
lhinks,to strikethem forcibly.
As Strawsonexplainsinhis Logical Theory,hehasnoobjection
l(! the constructionof formal systemsas such.Formal systems,he
tlrinks, are useful in appraising 'context-free' discourse, as
cxcmplified, say, h mathematics and physics. A formal logic,
MI
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however, needs to be supplementedby a logic of everyday dis
course, for it is incapable, he tries to show, of coping with the
complexitiesof ordinary speech.The 'if . .., then . ..', the 'alxd'
and the 'not' ofthe logician,he argues,are only a selectionfrom
'the ordinary use' ofthese expressions;there are many kinds of
entailment which the formal logician overlooks; the formal
logician cannot deal effectively with argumentswhich depend on
temporal relationshipsor are otherwise'tied' to specificplaces
and times. Thesedefects,accordingto Strawson,can be overcome
in an 'ordinary language' logic, which begins by asking such
questionsas 'what are the conditions under which we use suchand-suchan expressionor classofexpressions?'Not so elegant
or systematic as formal logic, such a logic can still, he thinks,
'provide a field of intellectual activity unsurpassedin richness,
complexityand the powerto absorb."k
Of other philosophers teaching at Odord in the post-war
period, oneof thebestknown is F. Waismann.+sWaismann
began
as a logical positivi$t, but always stood particularly close to
Wittgenstein. His Erkenntnisarticle on probability (1930),as has
already been pointed out, was a developmentand clarification of
Wittgenstein's ideas,and the sameis true in somemeasureof his
Introduction to Mathematical Thinking (1930.+0 Waismann
entirely rejects the view that mathematics can be 'founded on
logic'. Mathematics,he argues- even the arithmetic of natural
numbers- 'rests on nothing'. It beginsfrom conventions,not
from necessarytruths; its propositionsare neither true nor false.
We can say of them, only, that they are compatible or incompatible with certain initial conventions.If we were so to choose,
there is nothing to prevent us from constructing a diferent
arithmetic, with dffirent conventions; we can easily imagine a
world, Waismann thinks, in which such an arithmetic would be
preferable to the one we now ordinarily use. A philosophy of
mathematicg then, must be content to describe arithmeticabandoningithe attempt to provide a foundation for it. 'Only the
convention,'Waismannwrites,' is ultimate.n
Numbers, he suggestsin Wittgenstein's manner, form a
'family of concepts'- 'number' is not a singlestrictly definable
concept. Exactly the sameis true of 'arithmetic'. What we are
prepared to call 'a number' or 'a kind of arithmetic' dependson

orlr traditions, not on formal definitions. Their'openness, is a
point in favour oftheseconcepts,he suggests,
becauseit leavesus
licc to incorporatenew mathematicalwork within our already
existing terminolory - a possibility which fixed, pre-defined,
eonceptswould rule out.
Waismann'sconventionalism,together with his related emplrtsison 'open texture', runs through his philosophicalessays,
nchievingperhapsits best known expressionin his contribution
to a Symposiumon 'Verifiability' (PI^SS, 1945,and LL I). He
hgins by criticizing, from a novel point of view, the earlier,
phcnomenalist,version of logical positivism: the fundamental
olr.jcctionto phenomenalism,he argues,is that the terms in a
rrurtcrial-object
sentencehave an 'open texture'. If, then, we try
l() set out a collection of sense-datumstatementswhich are
rullicientand necessary
to establishthe truth of, say,the materialolr.jcctstatement'that is a cat', we shall immediatelybe met with
oh.jcctionsof the following sort: 'Supposeall theseconditions
wcrc fulfi.lled,but the thing you have describedas a cat were
rrrddcnlyto developinto a creatureof enormoussize,what would
you saythen?' To thesequestions,Waismannthinks, there is no
dcliniteanswer,just because'cat' has an 'open texture'. We do
nol know what we should say; there is nothing to compel us to
rnv that the suddenly-gigantic
creatureis or is not a cat. It is not
lrrst through somebody'soversight, Waismannargues,that the
('ilnccpt'cat'lacks definiteboundaries:the fact is that we can
rrevcrknow all about an empirical object,can never give a complctcdescriptionof it. Thereis alwaysthe chancethat it wil turn
oul to havequite unexpectedqualities.
An empiricalstatement,Waismannconcludes,is never'complr:tolyverifiable', sinceno battery oftests can establishits truth.
lhis conclusionis not very startling; by the time Waismann
wlotc 'Verifiability' it was sufficientlyagreedupon. But Waisrrnrrn wants to go further: an empirical proposition, he argues,
tlrrcsnot evenentail specificobservationalpropositions.If it did,
ll could be refuted by coming into conflict with observations;in
liret, lre considers,sucha conflict is neversufficientto overthrow
nrrcrrrpiricalproposition.A discrepancybetweenour expectations
nrulrrur observationscan alwaysbe explainedawayby saying,for
exrrrrrple,'I can't have looked carefully enough'. All we are
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entitled to say is that an experience'speaks for' or '
against','strengthgns'
or'weakens' a proposition,neverthat
provesor disprovesit.
More generally,he argueg suchtraditional logicalrelations
contradictionhold only betweenstatementswhich belongto '
same language-stratum' - between, say, two theorems
mechanicsor two observationsof the samepointer-movement.
Within a stratum propositions may conflict simpliciter,
again, may be conclusivelyproved or disproved. The logi
relations between two different strata, e.g. between laws
observations,are, he argues,quite different, and much looser
we ordinarily refer to them by such expressionsas 'is
for',' tells against',asdistinctfrom' contradicts'or' proves'.
Waismannquestions,too, the positivistdoctrinethat 'reality is
madeup of factsin the sensein which a plant is madeup of cells,a
houseof bricks, a stone of molecules',Language,no doubt,
made up of separatesentences,but such sentences,according to
Waismann,makecutsthroughreality; they do not merely
facts which are already there, waiting to be recognized.How we
make our cuts will very largely depend,he argues,on the structure
of the languagewe areusing;merelybecausethe Englishman
'the sky is blue' rather than,asin someother Europeanlanguages,
'the sky blues', he is bound to seethe world differently.Factsdo
not 'speak for themselves',even although, equally, we do
inventthem.
This generalpoint of view is a little more fully worked out in
long seriesof articleson'Analytic-Synthetic' (Analysis,1949-52).
Waismann never completed this seriesof articles and their outcomeis not entirelyclear.But it hasbeenwidely readasa plea
a looseand liberal attitudeto language,asopposedto the tendency
of'ordinary language'philosophersto emphasize'rules' and
'correctness', ('I have always suspected,'writes Waismann,
'that cgfrectnessis the last refugeof those who have nothing to
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llorrs' has failed to observethat 'definition' has itself an open
lexllrrc - and in the second place, that there are very many
propositions
which,like'I seewith my eyes',we shouldhesitate
lrr rlcscribeeither as analytic or as synthetic,as necessaryor as
rrrrrtingent.Once again, then, edgesare blurred; an apparently
rlrlrp, formalizable,distinctionleavesus uncertainwhat to say.
'l his uncertainty, Waismann will not admit to be a sign of
Irrrpclfcction;it is the greatvirtue of language,on his view, that it
larvcsroom for us to saysomethingunexpected,unconventional.
'llrc philosopher who plays the schoolmaster,castigating all
rlepurturesfrom'correctness',inevitablymoveswithin thenarrow
ret ol'categoriesimplicit in the forms of his own language;thus
lrc tlrite fails to perform the philosophictask: 'philosophy begr'zs
wrth distrustinglanguage.'No doubt the philosophershould pay
r(lttroattention to the 'stock use' of expressions;but if he has
rrrythingto say,Waismannthinks, he will very quickly be obliged
kr tlcpartfrom that stockuse.

sav.')
Like Quine,he questionsthe orthodoxview that thereis a
precise
distinctionbetween
'analytic'and'synthetic'.He triesto
show, in the first place, that none of the distinguishingcri
ordinarily suggestedis l'rseff'precise- that, for example, anyone
who axguesthat aaalytic propositions are 'grounded on defini4g
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